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EMB-110 Bandeirante for MSFS
Disclaimer
This manual is NEVER intended for real-world flight, it is for use ONLY with Microsoft® Flight
Simulator® (2020). Logos of flight instruments or aircraft parts modelled here in the product (such as
Garmin or Bendix King) are property of their respective owners and were solely used for visual
representation purposes.
Copyright
EVERY element of this software masterpiece Bandeirante by NextGen Simulations, is fully copyrightprotected work. Any attempt of reproduction and/or redistribution either partial or total is STRICTLY
PROHIBITED, with exception of the following listed below.
This project was also possible thanks to the potential of Wwise, a sound product from Audiokinetic
Inc.
Exceptions
NOTE: This policy is subject to changes without notice.
Repainting is allowed using the provided paint kit, under the following conditions:
1. Every repaint creation, either modification of stock repaints or original creations by end-users,
may only be distributed as FREEWARE and can ONLY be used on the Bandeirante.
2. Every repaint creation may be distributed to third-party websites such as FlightSim.com or
Avsim.com, nevertheless, they must conform to specifications prescribed in this manual.
3. If the repaint creation is published in 3rd-party website, 'NextGen Simulations' must be listed
in the author credits.
4. End users may contact the repaint artist for questions and/or comments.
5. All repaint creations (free liveries) made using the official product paint kit, remain a property
of NextGen Simulations.
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Introduction

Thank you for purchasing EMB-110 Bandeirante for Microsoft Flight Simulator, from NextGen
Simulations. From all of us here at NextGen Simulations, we hope you enjoy this product as much as
we enjoyed developing and testing it for you.
EMB-110 Bandeirante consists of a simulated rendition of the EMB-110 Bandeirante aircraft and
developed for use with Microsoft Flight Simulator (2020), developed by Asobo Studio. This product
features a professional, yet simplified systems programming, featuring also the full potential of the
Garmin GNS GPSs, the avionics included by default with the flight simulation platform and the Garmin
GTN GPSs developed by PMS50, allowing you as well to enjoy the simming experience while bringing
you a good look-and-feel of this popular aircraft.
Following (on the next page) is a list of all the features you can find on this product.
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Product Features Summary
This package includes:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three accurately modeled variants of the EMB-110: EMB-110P, EMB-110P1 & EMB-110P1K
(freighter version of the EMB-110P1)
Frame-rate friendly models while keeping good look-and-feel
Fully MSFS SDK-compliant development, featuring native glTF format, high-quality PBR
texturing, native rain effects and scratching details in windshield windows and frosting effects
in the aircraft structure
NEW! Native integration of the GTN750/650 developed by Pms50. This addon is not included
and must be downloaded directly from PMS50 (https://pms50.com).
Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) in the form of mobile tablet, featuring ground handling
management and avionics switching (GTN or GNS)
12 different liveries in total between all variants, of different EMB-110 operators from all over
the world
Interactive in-sim checklists
Accurately rendered 3D virtual cockpit, with virtual cabin included
Custom-coded animations virtually everywhere in the aircraft, including doors and side
windows in the flight deck
Fully modernized avionics for better modern flight operations, including an easy-to-use
autopilot system
NEW! Authentic and remastered PT6A-37 engine sound-set plus cockpit sounds, thanks to
the full potential of Audiokinetic’s Wwise
NEW! Virtual Reality (VR) Mode Experience
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Where to Buy the Product?
For PC users, you can purchase the EMB-110 Bandeirante for Microsoft Flight Simulator from either
of the following third-party stores:

Or, you can even purchase the product directly from the in-game Marketplace. The latter applies for
both PC (platform-independent) and Xbox. If you directly purchase the product from the Microsoft
Store version of the simulator, you automatically have the product available for both PC and Xbox (if
you already use the Xbox Series X/S and the simulator is installed on your console).

Flight1 Customers, Please Pay Attention!
If you intend to purchase the product directly from Flight One, you firstly must download their Agent
Mall application, which is Flight1’s main eCommerce platform to buy flight-sim products. You can
download this application by clicking on the Flight1 logo above. Make sure you are running Windows
10 or Windows 11 before, so you can make the purchase, since this eCommerce application requires
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.6 installed on your system.
Once downloaded, you install this application and you log into your Flight1 account (or sign up if you
do not have Flight1 account yet). Once the main screen appears, click on the Change Store button,
then select NextGen Simulations from the ‘Please select a store from the list…’ drop-down and click
on Go to Store. The Purchase Agent app will redirect you to our store.
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Once you are on the NextGen’s store main page in the F1’s Purchase Agent app, click on the product,
then click on Add to Cart, and the product will be automatically added to your Flight1 purchase cart.
Once you are ready, click on the cart to checkout, and follow the instructions given to proceed with
the payment of your order.

SimMarket Customers, if you purchase from the Desktop App
If you intend to purchase the product directly from SimMarket, and you want to buy the product from
their eCommerce app, you firstly must download their application, which is basically the same store
experience you find from the browser’s version, but in a desktop application. You can download this
application by clicking here. Make sure you are running Windows 10 or Windows 11 before.
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However, please take note that PayPal is not yet available as a payment method when purchasing
from the Desktop App. If this is your case, please purchase the product from the main website on
your preferred web browser.
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Installation
Installing correctly the product is always the very first step to get airborne and into the action. Please
follow these instructions to avoid any problems.

Before Install Checklist
We strongly recommend you to follow these steps prior to install the product, so that you can avoid
any potential problems that may prevent you from enjoying our product, independently of where you
purchased our product from.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Make sure Microsoft Flight Simulator is installed and up-to-date.
For Microsoft Store users:
- Go to the Microsoft Store app on your Windows 10/11 PC.
- Go to Library.
- Then click on Get Updates, wait for the checking process to finish and let MSFS to be
updated by itself.
- In case MSFS does not update from Microsoft Store, close the Store app, launch the Xbox
app and then open the Store app. After that, try performing the steps above again.
For Steam users:
- Go to the Steam main window, by right-clicking the Steam icon on the system tray, and
select Library from the context menu.
- Click on Microsoft Flight Simulator.
- If there is an update, click on Update.
- Wait until MSFS is fully updated from the Steam download queue.
Once Microsoft Flight Simulator has been updated from Microsoft Store and/or Steam, run
the simulator and download/install any pending content updates you may have. This will even
make sure all common dependencies (which the product heavily relies on), such as default
GPSs and Radios, are up to date.
Reboot your PC once done.
If your PC has multiple user accounts, please make sure you are performing these operations
from an account with administrator rights. Log into a user account with administrative rights.
Disable temporarily your antivirus software, so that it will not make any conflicts. Make sure
to re-enable the antivirus software once the product installation finishes.
If you purchased our product from 3rd-party stores, please make sure Microsoft Flight
Simulator is not running. In case it is running, it is recommended to gracefully close the sim,
by clicking on the ‘Quit to Desktop’ button from the MSFS main menu, then confirm by
clicking ‘Yes’.
NOTE: This step does not apply if you are installing the product from the in-game
marketplace.
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Installation from the In-Sim Marketplace (PC & Xbox)
To install our product from the in-sim marketplace:
1.

Make sure you are in the MSFS’s main menu, and in the ‘Welcome’ tab.

2.

There, click on the Marketplace button. Then, go to Full Catalog.

3.

You can search this product by filtering by Aircraft (Category) > Turboprop (Subcategory), or,
you can type ‘EMB-110’ on the Search bar.
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4.

Click the ‘Embraer EMB-110 Bandeirante’ box on the Marketplace list.

5.

If you already purchased the product (which can be checked by looking at the OWNED word
where the price tag is), click on Download.
If you have not purchased the product, click on ‘Buy & Download’. If it does not work with
the previous button, click on ‘Buy’. Then, follow the given instructions for payment and
purchasing.
Once the purchase has been successfully completed, the download will begin (if you clicked
on Buy & Download). Otherwise, click on Download.
Once downloaded, you should see a ‘Go to Content Manager’ button. Press it and check that
the EMB-110 Bandeirante is listed there.

6.

7.
8.
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9.

In case there is an update to our product, make sure you are in the MSFS main menu. Go to
the Profile tab, then go to the Content Manager. Once there, filter the list by packages with
updates pending, by pressing the UPDATE AVAILABLE button on the left side of the screen.
There, check the EMB-110 and click the Update button to begin updating the product.

10. Once downloaded/updated, you are now ready to enjoy.
The steps above also apply if you are purchasing/downloading/updating this product from Xbox.
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Installation from the Installer Executable File (3rd-party stores)
NOTE: It is assumed that you have Microsoft Flight Simulator (2020) installed on your PC, since the
installer will perform a check of the MSFS installation(s) found on your system. In case the sim is not
installed, Setup will automatically abort.
To install our product purchased from third-party stores:
1.

Make sure you have downloaded the installer EXE from the store where you purchased the
product from. Once downloaded, run the installer EXE.
2. In case a SmartScreen protection dialog (with the “Windows protected your PC” title) appears,
press the ‘More info’ hyperlink, then click the Run anyway button.
3. In case you have the User Account Control (UAC) enabled, accept the prompts that may
appear on the road.
4. You should be greeted with the Welcome screen on the installer.
5. Take a moment to read the release notes of the product and the End-User License Agreement
(EULA). Accept the EULA to proceed.
6. You will be offered with two ways for installing the product:
- Direct Installation to Community folder: This option allows you to directly copy the
package folder into the Community folder of your MSFS installed packages path. It is
recommended that you have a custom location set from the sim settings (different from
the standard one(s), which you can find below depending on the platform), so that you
can avoid any potential issues due to long paths.
- Install into a separate folder, and add a soft link into the Community folder: This option
allows you to install the product on a separate dedicated folder (like a MSFS add-on
library), while also creating a soft link (folder with reparse point) into the Community
folder of your MSFS setup, pointing to where the product files are. This option is very
convenient if you experience any potential problem during Setup because of long paths.
It is recommended for users who have their MSFS installed packages path in the standard
locations.
7. CAUTION! If you are installing into a dedicated folder, please make sure it is NOT the same
MSFS installed packages path. Setup will throw an error and may cause both the product’s
installation and your MSFS installation to be messed up.
8. Independently of the installation method you chose, select the target MSFS platforms to
install the product to. This also allows you to install the same product on both OneStore and
Steam platforms, if you have them installed on the same PC. Then, click on Next and Install.
9. Then, let the installer do its thing. Sit back, relax and take a break meanwhile.
10. Once installed, click the Close button on the installer.
11. Run MSFS and verify that you have the aircraft listed on the Select Aircraft dialog.
12. You are now ready to enjoy!

Standard Locations of MSFS Installed Packages Path
For Microsoft Store / Physical DVD users:
C:\Users\<user>\AppData\Local\Packages\Microsoft.FlightSimulator_8wekyb3d8bbwe\LocalCach
e\Packages
For Steam users:
C:\Users\<user>\AppData\Roaming\Microsoft Flight Simulator\Packages
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Long Paths Issue
In case you experience an error like ‘Error writing to file: (…). Verify that you have access to that
directory.’ or ‘Unable to write the file (…). Path is too long.’, it may be because your MSFS installed
packages path is located in either of the standard locations mentioned above. In most cases, the path
may have more than 180 characters, which may be a ‘sign of danger’ when installing add-ons, and
that also heavily depends on how long the user’s folder name is. Since the days of Windows 95 and
even today with Windows 10 and 11, paths cannot be more than 256 characters long (without
counting the drive letter, the colon, its subsequent backslash character, and the NULL-terminating
string character, which is not “visible” in the real world, but is there).
These locations were set in that way because MSFS is originally built as a Desktop-Bridge application
(i.e., that bundles the dependencies found on most Windows Store apps and allows the sim itself to
be published on the Microsoft Store for instance), although it is still a Win32 application under the
hood, hence the paths were restricted in that way due to the limitations of that kind of compilation.
Unfortunately, the installer software used by all flight-sim developers are not yet ready to handle long
paths, because they are built as regular Win32 apps. This is where our second installation method on
the installer enters in action, since this installs the product on a separate folder, while creating a soft
link to the Community folder of your MSFS setup, bypassing the long path problems. To avoid any
further problems with long paths in the MSFS ecosystem, it is also recommended that you set a
different location for the installed packages (both Community and Official) when (re)installing the
simulator. This will allow you to have the MSFS default content fully accessible and to install any addons (ours and from other 3rd-party developers) directly into the Community folder without hassle.

Reinstalling from Flight1 Purchase Agent
In case you purchased the product from Flight1, you must have the Agent Mall app installed, and you
must log into your Flight1 account. Once you already are in the Purchase Agent main page, click on
the Change Store button, then select NextGen Simulations from the ‘Please select a store from the
list…’ drop-down and click on Go to Store. The Purchase Agent app will redirect you to our store.
Then, you click on the Library tab and look for the product on the list of purchased products, highlight
it and click on Download. This will download the installer EXE of the product. Once downloaded, the
installer will be automatically launched and you can proceed with the installation, by following the
instructions given in the section above.
Please remember that any problem with the Flight1 agent must be directly communicated to Flight
One through their authorized support channels.
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Product Documentation Structure
This product includes the following manuals:
•
•

User Manual (You are reading it now!)
Checklists

All together may seem like a lot of information but these manuals were written in order for you to
understand clearly how to use this aircraft. The following is a summary about how to get the most
out of these manuals:

User Manual
In this document, we have collected into one place as much information about how to use this
Bandeirante as possible. Here you will find the most important product stuff such as the aircraft
features, the explanation of the flight instruments, development changes log, support details, etc.

Checklists
For those who are familiar with this aircraft or if you want to follow real procedures like the real pilots,
this manual is for you. This section of the general product documentation should be thought as a
step-by-step guide to operate the aircraft. No matter if you start your flight in Cold & Dark condition
or if you are on the runway and ready for takeoff, this guide gives you a step-by-step process to take
you to the next phase of flight. Take into account that you can even follow those procedures as well
with the help of the Interactive Checklists feature bundled with Microsoft Flight Simulator.
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Quick-Start Guide/Frequently Asked Questions
This section is designed to get you flying this aircraft as soon as possible. It is recommended to read
it in order to answer most of the questions asked on technical support.
Q: Where can I find the airplanes after installing?
A: In Microsoft Flight Simulator, firstly go to the Profile tab on the GUI, next to My Hangar, then click on
Change Aircraft, there you can search by looking for Embraer EMB-110 on the list, or you can also type
‘Embraer’ or ‘Bandeirante’ on the Search box, and you will get the list of our aircraft.

Q: The aircraft is not appearing in the list. How can I check whether the product was correctly
installed?
A: As Microsoft Flight Simulator now relies on a virtual filesystem, it may be prone to failures while
gathering all of the addons installed. In order to check if the product is listed in MSFS, in the main menu,
firstly go to the Profile tab on the GUI, next to Content Manager. There you will find the list of all of the
packages installed in your MSFS setup, not only the official ones, but also the ones from the community.
Look for the following on the list:
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If you can see the description above on your setup, but the aircraft is not appearing, try restarting MSFS,
as you may have installed the product with the sim running. Or even try performing a repair or
reinstallation of the product, this helps a lot most of the time.
Q: How do I perform an engine start?
A: You can either press Ctrl+E, and the automatic engine start will commence, follow the procedures for
manual engine starting (given in the Checklists document), or even better, follow the Interactive
Checklist on the active flight-simming session.
Q: GPS and avionics turn off in mid-flight. What can I do?
A: Please check that the starter switches are OFF, since they completely drain the battery and you may
have not ever noticed that. Below is an illustration of how the starter switches setup must be before
beginning your flight:
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Q: Transponder is correctly set to squawk given by ATC, but ATC keeps telling me to reset it or
to verify squawking. What can I do?
A: Please check that the transponder is set to ON. In case it is not, press the ON button, and verify the
transponder unit display, it should say ON, followed by a blinking R, just like in the figure below.

Q: The GPS units are on but the displays are not (like in the picture below). Is this normal?

A: Sometimes after you (re)install any GNS530-equipped 3rd party aircraft like ours or after every MSFS
update installation, you may find the GPS units are not totally functional. In case this happens, please
try reloading the flight or restarting MSFS, and after that, the units will successfully work. This is the only
workaround available, since this is a bug from the simulator itself.
In case this does not work, it is possible you may have the GNS530 mods available from the internet
installed within your MSFS setup, in that case, try deleting them as they may be the root of the problem.
If you followed everything from the above and the GPSs are not working yet, please contact us and let
us know everything you did to remedy the problem. Also, please post this issue on the MSFS forums
(https://forums.flightsimulator.com), since this should be a bug from the sim itself.
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Q: How do I access the Camera views?
A: In Microsoft Flight Simulator, go to the upper menu and click on the Camera button. There you will
get all the cameras list grouped by categories.

Q: How can I update AIRACs or Navdata?
A: For this, because the aircraft implements the standard GNS430/530 bundled with your MSFS default
setup, they rely on its simulator GPS database. So, it is constantly updated with the MSFS regular
updates.
If you would like, you can even opt-in for the Navigraph’s MSFS AIRAC updating. NOTE: Do this at your
own risk, as we are not responsible for any damage to your sim setup if you opt-in to do so.
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EMB-110 Background

The Embraer EMB-110 Bandeirante (or Bandit, which is how it is also known) remains Embraer's most
successful commercial aircraft program. Bandeirante stands for Pioneer in Portuguese. The new
design was developed with the assistance of well-known French designer Max Holste, and under the
supervision of Ozires Silva, a Brazilian aeronautical engineer, following the specifications of the IPD6504 program set by the Brazilian Ministry of Aeronautics, with the goal of creating a general-purpose
light transport, suitable for both military and civilian duties, with a low operational cost and high
reliability. The first prototype, with the military designation YC-95, flew for the first time on October
26th 1968, with two other prototypes built, known as EMB-100. With this, Embraer (or Empresa
Brasilera de Aeronautica S.A.) was established in 1969, and development and production of the C-95
became one of the company's first responsibilities.
The first production standard EMB-110 Bandeirante flew on August 9th 1972, received its
airworthiness certification the same year, and entered revenue service in April 1973. Bandeirante
models include the 12-seat transport EMB-110, the aerial photography EMB-110B and maritime patrol
EMB-111 for the Brazilian Air Force; the initial airline version, the 15 seat EMB-110C; the seven seat
EMB-110E executive transport; 18-seat enlarged EMB-110P; convertible passenger/freight EMB110P1 with larger rear door; the EMB-110P1K and EMB-110K SAR military equivalents to the P1A; and
the EMB-110P2 commuter with seating for up to 21.
Production of the Bandeirante ceased in May 1990, with the final aircraft being delivered to the
Brazilian Air Force, since the company decided to halt production in order to shift focus to the
development of its successor: the larger, faster, and pressurized 30-seat EMB-120 Brasilia. Today, the
Bandeirante's virtues of reliability and good operating economics means that it remains popular with
its operators. On Dec 15th 2010, the Brazilian Air Force first flew an upgraded EMB-110 equipped with
modern avionics equipment. Designated as the C/P-95, the aircraft has had several new systems
installed by Israeli firm Elbit Systems' Brazilian subsidiary, Aeroeletronica. The Brazilian Air Force has
an active fleet of 96 EMB-110s.
Sources: Wikipedia and Airliners.net
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Product Package Overview
Exterior Models
Three different models are included here.
All models are optimized for better performance while keeping good look and feel. They also feature
dynamic reflection, dynamic lighting and full PBR capabilities for greater experience.

Embraer EMB-110P Bandeirante

Embraer EMB-110P1 Bandeirante. EMB-110P1K is the same EMB-110P1, but with closed windows,
since it is used for cargo operations.
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Liveries
Choose from 16 high-quality liveries included in this product.
Table: List of the available repaints out-of-box
EMB-110P

Cubana de Aviación

Trans Brasil (PT-TBA)
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Trans Brasil (PT-TBB)

White
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EMB-110P1

TAG Airlines

Air New Zealand Link
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Atlantic Southeast Airlines

AIRES Colombia
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Loganair

White
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EMB-110P1K (Freighter)

Wiggins Airways

White
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Paintkit
This product features also a detailed paint kit for those who would like to paint their own liveries. This
is distributed separately from the main product files. Offered in Photoshop format, no matter which
editing software you use, your imagination is the limit.

Flight Deck
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The product only features a 3D virtual cockpit, as Microsoft Flight Simulator does not offer 2D panels
as of now.

Flight Management System
EMB-110 Bandeirante for Microsoft Flight Simulator, by NextGen Simulations, is proud to feature the
regular Garmin GNS430 & GNS530 replicas bundled with FS2020 by default, ready for use at its
maximum potential.

Also, and for the first time, EMB-110 Bandeirante for Microsoft Flight Simulator is proud to feature
the native integration of the Garmin GTN750 & GTN650 developed by PMS50. The aircraft features
the GTN bezels and interfaces with the PMS50’s GTN gauges. For this to work, it is mandatory to have
the PMS50’s GTN pack installed on your system, which can be downloaded from https://pms50.com.
As a side note, if the GTN pack is installed, the aircraft will automatically default the GTN instead of
the GNS.
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The GPSs interact with the autopilot to provide route lateral navigation (LNAV). The NAV mode of the
autopilot, when switched to GPS navigation source in the Course Deviation Indicator (CDI), directs the
Autopilot to fly the flight plan route automatically. Users can use the GNS 530/430 or the GTN 750/650
to manually create flight plans without using the MSFS default flight planner.
About navigation database, this utilizes the Microsoft Flight Simulator GPS database to maintain
consistency with the world you are flying on.

Systems Programming
The real-life EMB-110 is a complex aircraft in terms of systems, especially autopilot, but here the EMB110 Bandeirante has been simplified for you, so that you enjoy a greater flight-simming experience
without being overwhelmed by a full-level simulation. Most of the essential systems (Hydraulics,
Electrical and Fuel Systems especially) have been simulated for normal conditions ONLY, hence
abnormal conditions such as engine fires or in-flight emergencies are not simulated here.
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Sounds
Thanks to the potential of Wwise, a product by Audiokinetic Inc., and bundled with Microsoft Flight
Simulator, this product features the most realistic sound rendition of the Pratt & Whitney PT6A-37
engines, ever available. In addition to the engines, a mix of cockpit sounds has been included here,
to provide a more comfortable feeling of being in the real-life aircraft. Listen to the sound of the aural
warnings, buttons and switches clicks, like if you are in the real aircraft. Every essential sound is
covered here.

Flight Dynamics
Invisible to the eye, but you can feel it when using your joystick, gamepad or yoke. Based on real-life
specifications, the Flight Dynamics will always bring you a really great flight experience.
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Airplane Flight Manual
General
The purpose of this manual is to bring you (the end-user) a document which serves as an aid to
become familiar with this product. This section of the User Manual provides general information about
the aircraft and the flight deck components to allow you to interact with the aircraft and its systems.
Each relevant panel is described in detail and a general description of the systems is also provided.
Areas to Cover:
Aircraft
• Operating Limitations & Specifications
• Dimensions
• Flight Controls
• Doors
• Exterior Lights
• Ground Service
Main Instrument Panel
• Pilot & Copilot Instruments
• Engines & Avionics Instruments
• Lower Panel
• Glareshield Panel
Overhead Panel
De-Icing Panel
Throttle Quadrant Panel & Trim Panel
Radio Stack & Avionics
• Garmin GMA 350
• Garmin GNS 430 & GNS 530
• Garmin GTN 750 & GTN 650
• Bendix King KR 87
• Garmin GTX 330
Electronic Flight Bag (EFB)
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Aircraft
Operating Limitations & Specifications
Design Weights & Capacities
Maximum Takeoff Weight (MTOW)
Maximum Landing Weight (MLW)
Maximum Zero Fuel Weight (MZFW)
Standard Empty Weight (including unusable fuel,
full oil, standard interior and standard avionics)
Maximum Payload
Usable Fuel Capacity
Jet A1 @ 6.70 lb./gal.

13,007 lb. (5,788 kg)
12,566 lb. (5,591 kg)
9,913 lb. (4,411 kg)
7,750 lb. (3,449 kg)
4,130 lb. (1,838 kg)
3,044 lb. (1,355 kg)

Performance
Takeoff Field Length
Maximum Altitude (Service Ceiling)
Maximum Cruise Speed
Range w/ Max Payload
Landing Distance

4,035 ft. (1,230 m)
21,000 ft. (6,705 m)
229 KTAS (425 km/h)
1,058 NM (1,960 km)
4,461 ft. (1,360 m)

Speeds
Maximum Operating Speed (VMO)
Maximum Flap Extension Speed
Maximum Landing Gear Operation Speed
Engine Specifications (Pratt & Whitney PT6A-34)
Overall Length
Nominal Diameter
Overall Engine Weight (dry)
Maximum Shaft Horsepower @ SL
Maximum Output RPM @ SL
Maximum Gas Generator RPM @ SL
Maximum Jet Thrust @ SL
Reduction Gearbox Ratio

230 KIAS
148 KIAS
146 KIAS

61.89 in. (1.57 m)
18.29 in. (0.46 m)
340 lb. (151 kg)
783 hp.
2,200 RPM
38,100 RPM
82 lbf. (364.75 N)
0.663:1

Dimensions
Overall Height
Overall Length
Overall Width

16 ft. 10 in. (5.14 m)
EMB-110P: 47 ft. 5 in. (14.44 m)
EMB-110P1: 49 ft. 10 in. (15.19 m)
50 ft. 3 in. (15.31 m)
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Wing
Wingspan (from tip to tip, without including lights
on tip)
Wing Area
Wing sweepback @ 25% chord
Wing dihedral
Wing incidence
Wing twist

50 ft. (15.24 m)
435.6 ft2 (40.47 m2)
2.22 deg.
7.5 deg.
2.0 deg.
-1.5 deg.

Horizontal Stabilizer
Overall H-Tail Span
H-Tail Area
H-Tail Sweepback @ 25% chord

23 ft. (7.02 m)
117.3 ft2 (10.9 m2)
5.6 deg.

Vertical Stabilizer
V-Stab Height
V-Stab Area
V-Stab Sweepback @ 25% chord

9 ft. 4 in. (2.83 m)
72.9 ft2 (6.77 m2)
35 deg.

Cabin Interior
Height
Width
Length
Maximum Seat Accommodation

5 ft. 3 in. (1.6 m)
5 ft. 3 in. (1.6 m)
31 ft. 2 in. (9.5 m)
18 seats

Landing Gear
Landing Gear Tread (main to main)
Landing Gear Wheelbase (nose to main)

15 ft. 7 in. (4.75 m)
EMB-110P: 13 ft. 9 in. (4.19 m)
EMB-110P1: 16 ft. 3 in. (4.94 m)

Propeller
Diameter

7 ft. 8 in. (2.36 m)
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EMB-110 - Top View
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EMB-110 – Front View

EMB-110 – Side View
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Flight Controls

EMB-110 – Flight Control Surfaces
(1) Elevators (red)
Elevators control the aircraft’s pitch along its lateral axis. Pitch is the Nose-Up and NoseDown movement of the aircraft, also known as Attitude. The greater fins move for short-term
attitude changes, while long-term pitch changes are controlled by the trim tabs. There is one
elevator with trim fin on each horizontal stabilizer. The elevators move UP and DOWN in order
to make the aircraft climb or descend.
For instance, when you push the control column forward, the elevators move down making
the aircraft’s nose pitch downward. Instead, if you pull the control column backward, the
elevators will move up, thus making the nose pitch upward.
Elevators are controlled either manually by the pilot or automatically by the Autopilot and
they are cable-operated.
Pitch can be monitored through the Attitude Indicator.
(2) Ailerons (green)
Ailerons control the aircraft’s roll along its longitudinal axis. There is one aileron with trim tab
on each wing. Ailerons move on opposite directions to each other in order to make the aircraft
turn.
For instance, when you turn the control wheel to the left, the left aileron raises to ‘dip’ the left
wing, while the right aileron ‘raises’ the right wing. Elevators are controlled either manually
by the pilot or automatically by the Autopilot and they are cable-operated.
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Roll can be monitored through the Attitude Indicator.
(3) Rudder (blue)
A single cable-operated rudder controls the aircraft yaw along its directional/vertical axis. Yaw
is the side-to-side movement of the aircraft. The rudder is located at the vertical stabilizer. It
counts with a trim tab, and is controlled via the pedals.
For instance, when you push the left pedal forward, the rudder moves to the left, causing the
aircraft nose turn to the left. Be aware that rudder movements may induce rolls, so if the
rudder is fully deployed to the left, the aircraft will turn to the left in the same way as described
in the previous example. This is because the right wing speeds up a bit, so that increases lift
on that wing.
Rudder is controlled either manually by the pilot or automatically by the Autopilot and Yaw
Damper.
(4) Trailing-Edge Flaps / Wing Flaps (purple)
Flaps modify the aerodynamic configuration of the airplane, in order to improve performance
during specific flight conditions. With them, takeoff and landing characteristics are improved
and greater maneuverability is provided to meet climb and descent requirements.
The flap system consists of a flap control surface mounted on each wing that extend from the
trailing edge of the latter. Both Trailing-Edge flaps are hydraulically actuated by the main
hydraulic system and are electrically controlled. Normal flap travel is from 0 to 38 degrees,
with intermediate detents at 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%, installed for take-off, approach and
landing configurations.
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Doors
Doors can be controlled via the Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) only, since MSFS does not natively support
doors operation, like in FSX, for example.
This aircraft counts with only one main entry door on the rear-left side (110P) or one main entry door
in the front-left side, plus a cargo door on the rear-left side (110P1/P1K), and emergency exits over
the wings, with a front emergency exit on the front-right side (110P1 only) (not simulated here).

EMB-110 - Doors
(1) Main Exit
(2) Cargo Door (110P1) / Main Exit (110P)
(3) Emergency Exits (Not emulated)
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Exterior Lights
This aircraft counts with the following external lights emulated:

EMB-110 – Exterior Lights Location
(1) Taxi Light
A single brighter light located in the nose landing gear main arm. It serves as light for taxiing.
(2) Landing Lights
Two brighter lights located in the middle of each wing, on the leading edge. They serve as
lights for runway approaching.
(3) Navigation Lights
Two lights (one on each wing). Standard red light on the left wingtip and green light on the
right wingtip.
(4) Strobe Lights
Two anti-collision and white flashing lights (one on each wing). Coupled to the beacon lights
circuit, as they are anti-collision lights.
(5) Beacon Lights
Two flashing red lights located as follows: one on the vertical stabilizer tip and one on the
belly.
(6) Wing & Nacelle Inspection Lights
A white light located in the fuselage, illuminating the leading edge of the wings and the
engine nacelles.
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(7) Panel/Cockpit/Cabin Lights
Interior lighting is provided as well to illuminate both flight deck and cabin.
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Ground Service
EMB-110 Bandeirante counts with the following ground service elements simulated. They can be
controlled via Electronic Flight Bag (EFB) tablet.

(4)

(3)

(1)

CJ4 – Ground Service
(1) Pitot Covers
These covers are emulated to prevent the pitot tubes from dust or any other foreign object.
They have a distinctive REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT red ribbon. When they are set, airspeed
indicators and altimeters will not work unless removed.
(2) Engine Cowling
Used to cover the engines inlet and nozzle, and protect them from foreign objects. Remove
them before starting a flight.
(3) Wheel Chocks & Traffic Cones
When parked on ground, use the chocks to ensure the aircraft is completely in rest and not
moving. Also, traffic cones are set for warning around the aircraft.
(4) Tail Rod
When parked on ground, use the tail rod to prevent the aircraft from going backwards due
to weight unbalancing problems/errors.
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Main Instrument Panel
Pilot & Copilot Instruments

Main Instrument Panel
(1) Battery Temperature Panel: provides control of the battery temperature. There is a
temperature meter gauge on the right side, and a warning light and test button on the left.
The warning lights illuminates if the TEST button is pressed or when the battery temperature
exceeds 150 Celsius degrees.
(2) Ramp Manager Tablet Access Panel: contains a button which allows you to show/hide the
EFB tablet equipped with the aircraft, for operation of doors, ground equipment and avionics
switching. In order to operate the tablet itself, just press the button located in the upper left
corner (where the Press here to start legend is located) or touch the screen. More details in
the respective section.
(3) Fire Horn Cutout Panel: contains a button which allows you to mute the fire alarm sound, in
case the aircraft detects fire on its engines. This only works when the simulation detects fire,
it does not take effect when testing the fire system.
(4) Airspeed Indicator: displays information about the current indicated airspeed.
(5) Radio Magnetic Indicator (RMI): combination of magnetic compass and VOR/ADF indicators
into one single instrument, which displays the current aircraft heading and magnetic headings
to either VOR or ADF stations.
(6) Turn & Slip Coordinator: displays the rate of turn the aircraft exhibits.
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(7) Autopilot Annunciator Panel: provides the pilot with continuous information on the autopilot
system operating status. It displays modes in operation, as well as ARMED modes, prior to
capture. And also, it displays the Marker Beacon lights.
(8) Attitude Direction Indicator (ADI): displays current pitch and roll attitude, current pitch and
roll commands via the Flight Director needle, localizer (LOC) deviation (or waypoint track
deviation if NAV1 is GPS-driven), glideslope (GS) deviation and slip indicator.
(9) Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI): displays the following information: aircraft magnetic
heading, current selected heading, selected VOR/LOC/RNAV course, course or LOC deviation
(the pilot HSI shows the deviation of the waypoint if NAV1 is driven by the GPS and there is
a flight plan in progress), RMI or ADF bearing and glideslope (GS) deviation. Also, with the
help of the display on top of the instrument, it displays To-From course indication, plus
distance, groundspeed and time-to-station (or ETE to current waypoint in the GPS flight plan).
(10) Clock (self-explanatory)
(11) Altimeter: provides corrected barometric altitude to the autopilot system.
(12) Vertical Speed Indicator (VSI): provides information about the current aircraft rate of
climb/descent, and the selected climb/descent rate from the autopilot.
(13) Radio Altimeter: provides accurate altitude measurements above terrain during various
portions of flight.
(14) Emergency Lights Panel (only on Pilot side)
(15) Aircraft Registration Placard
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Engines & Avionics Instruments

Center Panel
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

BETA Annunciators: illuminate when the thrust reverser is engaged.
Autofeather Panel: arms propeller auto-feathering system.
Inlet Turbine Temperature (ITT)
Engine Torque Indicators
Engine NH (High-Pressure Compressor RPM) & NL (Low-Pressure Compressor RPM)
Indicators
(6) Engine Oil Temperature
(7) Engine Oil Pressure
(8) Outside Air Temperature (TAT)
(9) Propeller Sync Panel
(10) Garmin GMA 350 Audio Panel
(11) Garmin GNS 530 & GNS 430 GPS / Garmin GTN 750 & GTN 650 GPS
(12) Bendix King KR 87 TSO ADF Tuner
(13) Garmin GTX 330 Transponder
(14) Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) Unit & Bendix King Weather Radar (not functional yet)
(15) Fuel Panel
(16) Emergency Locator Transmitter
(17) Annunciator Panel, Test Button & Dimming Switch
(18) Hot Microphone Switch & DME Volume Knob (not functional)
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Lower Panel

Lower Panel
(1) Parking Brake Lever
(2) Panel Dimming Knobs. From L to R: Pilot, Central, Overhead & Circuit Breaker Panel,
Copilot
(3) Hydraulic Booster Pump Switch
(4) Brakes Pressure Gauge
(5) Hydraulic Pumps Pressure Gauge
(6) Landing Gear Indicator and Lever
(7) Flaps Indicator & Lever
(8) Air Conditioning Panel
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Glareshield Panel

Lower Panel
(1) Fire Alarm Annunciators & Bottle Discharge Handle: The discharging functionality only
works at the moment the simulation indicates fire in the engine, so it can discharge the
extinguisher bottle at that moment. Otherwise, it will not work since it was coded as that to
prevent an accidental shutdown in normal flight conditions.
(2) Fire System Test Push Buttons
(3) Engine Shutoff Switches: Only work when the affected engine is on fire, otherwise it will not
work, in order to prevent accidental shutdowns in normal flight conditions.
(4) Master Warning & Door Annunciators
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Overhead Panel

(1) Windshield Wiper Switches: One for power mode (PARK, OFF, ON) and one for speed
regulation (SLOW / FAST). They work independently one from another.
(2) Aircraft Lights: the ones in the left side are for cockpit and cabin, and wing/nacelle inspection,
the ones in the right side are the exterior lights (taxi, landing, navigation and anticollision).
(3) Pitot/Static & Passenger Heat
(4) Passenger Signs
(5) Voltimeters: Left for engine 1 generator and battery, Right for engine 2 generator and main
electric bus
(6) Engine Generators Switches
(7) Engine Inverters Switches
(8) Master Battery Switch
(9) Engine Starter Switches
(10) Inertial Separation
(11) Magnetic Compass
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Deicing Panel

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Propeller Deice Switch
Engine Air Intake Deice Switch
Windshield Deice Switches
Passenger Signs
Pneumatic Deice Switch
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Throttle Quadrant & Trim Panel

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Thrust Levers
Propeller Levers
Fuel (Condition) Levers
Autopilot Panel
Altitude Selector Panel
Pitch Trim Wheel
Aileron & Rudder Trim Knobs
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Radio Stack & Avionics
Garmin GMA 350 Audio Panel

Controls
MKR/MUTE

COM1

COM2

NAV1
NAV2
MUSIC/PHONE
PUSHBUTTON
MUS1
MUS2
MAN SQ
VOLUME
INDICATOR
MIC1

MIC2

PLAY

Selects marker beacon receiver audio. Mutes the currently received marker
beacon receiver audio. Deactivates automatically and marker beacon audio
is heard when the next marker beacon signal is received. Also, stops play
of recorded COM audio.
When selected, audio from the #1 COM receiver can be heard. Press and
hold to enable/disable monitored COM muting during primary COM
reception.
When selected, audio from the #2 COM receiver can be heard. Press and
hold to enable/disable monitored COM muting during primary COM
reception.
When selected, audio from the #1 NAV receiver can be heard.
When selected, audio from the #2 NAV receiver can be heard.
Not emulated here.

Selects and deselects music entertainment audio. Press and hold to
enable/disable MUS1 muting during reception.
Selects and deselects music entertainment audio. Press and hold to
enable/disable MUS2 muting during reception.
Manual Squelch annunciator. When lit, squelch is controlled manually.
Indicates volume/squelch setting relative to full scale.

Selects the #1 transmitter for transmitting. COM1 receive is simultaneously
selected when this key is pressed allowing received audio from the #1 COM
receiver to be heard. COM2 receive can be added by pressing the COM2
Key. Selection of a second MIC button initiates Split-COM mode. When in
Split-COM mode, the pilot is using COM1, the copilot is using the COM2.
Selects the #2 transmitter for transmitting. COM2 receive is simultaneously
selected when this key is pressed allowing received audio from the #2 COM
receiver to be heard. COM1 receive can be added by pressing the COM1
Key. Selection of a second MIC button initiates Split-COM mode. When in
Split-COM mode, the pilot is using COM1, the copilot is using the COM2.
Not emulated here.
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AUX
PILOT
COPLT
PASS
SPKR

Cursor
(CRSR)
Control Knob
Volume (VOL) Knob

When selected, audio from the AUX inputs can be heard.
Controls the pilot intercom system. Press and hold to toggle 3D Audio
on/off for all headset positions.
Controls the copilot intercom system. Press and hold to toggle copilot
configuration between crew and passenger.
Controls the passenger intercom system. Press and hold to enable/disable
passenger muting during reception.
Selects and deselects the cabin speaker. COM, NAV, AUX, and MKR
receiver audio can be heard on the speaker. Press and hold for 2 seconds
for Passenger Address (PA). The SPKR key flashes during PA.
Turn to move the cursor (flashing white or blue annunciator) to the desired
source.
Turn the smaller knob to control volume or squelch of the audio panel.
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Garmin GNS 530 & GNS 430 GPS

(1) COM Flip-Flop Pushbutton: Swaps the active and standby COM frequencies. Press and hold
to select emergency channel (121.500 MHz).
(2) COM Power/Volume Knob: Controls unit power and communications radio volume. Press
momentarily to disable automatic squelch control.
(3) VLOC Flip-Flop Pushbutton: Used to swap the active and standby VLOC frequencies (i.e.,
make the selected stand-by frequency active).
(4) VLOC Volume Knob: Controls audio volume for the selected VOR/Localizer frequency. Press
momentarily to enable/disable the ident tone.
(5) Small & Large COM/VLOC Knobs: The small knob is used to tune the kilohertz (kHz) value of
the standby frequency for the communications transceiver (COM) or the VLOC receiver,
whichever is currently selected by the tuning cursor. Press this knob momentarily to toggle
the tuning cursor between the COM and VLOC frequency fields. The large knob is used to
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tune the megahertz (MHz) value of the standby frequency for the communications transceiver
(COM) or the VLOC receiver, whichever is currently selected by the tuning cursor.
(6) Range (RNG) Keys: Allows the pilot to select the desired map range. Use the up arrow to
zoom out to a larger area, or the down arrow to zoom in to a smaller area.
(7) Direct-To Pushbutton: Provides access to the direct-to function, which allows the pilot to
enter a destination waypoint and establishes a direct course to the selected destination.
(8) MENU Key: Displays a context-sensitive list of options. This options list allows the pilot to
access additional features or make settings changes which relate to the currently displayed
page.
(9) CLR Key: Used to erase information, remove map detail, or to cancel an entry. Press and hold
the CLR key to immediately display the Default NAV Page.
(10) ENT Key: Used to approve an operation or complete data entry. It is also used to confirm
information during power on.
(11) Small & Large CRSR Knobs: The small knob is used to select pages within one of the page
groups. Press this knob momentarily to display the on-screen cursor. The cursor allows the
pilot to enter data and/or make a selection from a list of options. When entering data, the
small right knob is used to select the desired letter or number and the large right knob is
used to move to the next character space. The small right knob is also used to move the
target pointer up (turn clockwise) or down (counterclockwise) when the map panning
function is active. The large knob is used to select page groups: NAV, WPT, AUX, or NRST.
With the on-screen cursor enabled, the large right knob allows the pilot to move the cursor
about the page. The large right knob is also used to move the target pointer right (turn
clockwise) or left (counterclockwise) when the map panning function is active.
(12) CDI Key: Used to toggle which navigation source (GPS or VLOC) provides output to an
external HSI or CDI.
(13) OBS Key: – Used to select manual or automatic sequencing of waypoints. Pressing the OBS
Key selects OBS mode, which retains the current ‘active to’ waypoint as the navigation
reference even after passing the waypoint (i.e., prevents sequencing to the next waypoint).
Pressing the OBS Key again returns the unit to normal operation, with automatic sequencing
of waypoints. When OBS mode is selected, the pilot may set the desired course to/from a
waypoint using the Select OBS Course pop-up window, or an external OBS selector on the
HSI or CDI.
(14) MSG Key: Used to view system messages and to alert the pilot to important warnings and
requirements.
(15) FPL Key: Allows the pilot to create, edit, activate, and invert flight plans, as well as access
approaches, departures, and arrivals. A closest point to flight plan feature is also available
from the FPL Key.
(16) PROC Key: Allows the pilot to select and remove approaches, departures, and arrivals from
the flight plan. When using a flight plan, available procedures for the departure and/or arrival
airport are offered automatically. Otherwise, the pilot may select the desired airport, then the
desired procedure.
(17) VNAV Key: Allows the pilot to create a three-dimensional profile which provides guidance to
a final (target) altitude at a specified location.
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Garmin GTN 750 & GTN 650 GPS (developed by PMS50)
GTN 750 Quick Look

1

2
3

5

4

6
7
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9
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(1) COM Volume/Push Squelch Knob: Controls communications radio volume. Press
momentarily to disable automatic squelch control.
(2) Active COM1 Frequency: Displays the tuned value of the active frequency for the
communications transceiver (COM1).
(3) Standby COM1 Frequency: Displays the tuned value of the standby frequency for the
communications transceiver (COM1).
(4) Audio Settings: Controls the audio panel through the buttons on the screen.
(5) Transponder (XPDR) Settings: Controls the main transponder state (ON/STBY/ALT/OFF) and
the squawk given by the ATC.
(6) Active NAV1 Frequency: Displays the tuned value of the active frequency for the navigation
(VOR/LOC NAV1) receiver.
(7) Standby NAV1 Frequency: Displays the tuned value of the standby frequency for the
navigation (VOR/LOC NAV1) receiver.
(8) Home Pushbutton: Press to go to the main menu. Press and hold for 3 seconds to go to the
World Map.
(9) Direct-To Pushbutton: Provides access to the direct-to function, which allows the pilot to
enter a destination waypoint and establishes a direct course to the selected destination.
(10) Small/Large Knobs: The small knob is used to tune the kilohertz (kHz) value of the standby
frequency for the communications transceiver (COM) or the VLOC receiver, whichever is
currently selected by the on-screen cursor. Pressing the small knob activates the on-screen
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cursor to switch between COM or VLOC tuning mode. The large knob is used to tune the
megahertz (MHz) value of the standby frequency for the communications transceiver (COM)
or the VLOC receiver, whichever is currently selected by the on-screen cursor.
(11) CDI Mode & Knobs Hint: Provides information on the navigation source (GPS or VLOC)
output to an external HSI or CDI. The hint is used to bring information on how to operate the
bottom-right knobs.
(12) Touch Screen: This is the main screen area to operate the GTN unit.
GTN 650 Quick Look

1
10
8

4
9

2
3

5
6
7

(1) COM Volume/Push Squelch Knob: Controls communications radio volume. Press
momentarily to disable automatic squelch control.
(2) Active COM2/NAV2 Frequency: Displays the tuned value of the active frequency for the
communications transceiver (COM2) or the VLOC receiver (NAV2).
(3) Standby COM2/NAV2 Frequency: Displays the tuned value of the standby frequency for the
communications transceiver (COM2) or the VLOC receiver (NAV2).
(4) Transponder (XPDR) Settings: Controls the main transponder state (ON/STBY/ALT/OFF) and
the squawk given by the ATC.
(5) Home Pushbutton: Press to go to the main menu. Press and hold for 3 seconds to go to the
World Map.
(6) Direct-To Pushbutton: Provides access to the direct-to function, which allows the pilot to
enter a destination waypoint and establishes a direct course to the selected destination.
(7) Small/Large Knobs: The small knob is used to tune the kilohertz (kHz) value of the standby
frequency for the communications transceiver (COM) or the VLOC receiver, whichever is
currently selected by the on-screen cursor. Pressing the small knob activates the on-screen
cursor to switch between COM or VLOC tuning mode. The large knob is used to tune the
megahertz (MHz) value of the standby frequency for the communications transceiver (COM)
or the VLOC receiver, whichever is currently selected by the on-screen cursor.
(8) CDI Mode & Knobs Hint: Provides information on the navigation source (GPS or VLOC)
output to an external HSI or CDI. The hint is used to bring information on how to operate the
bottom-right knobs.
(9) Up/Down Touch Buttons: Used to scroll the working area up or down, depending on the
content displayed.
(10) Touch Screen: This is the main screen area to operate the GTN unit.
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The GTN units were developed by PMS50. For more information on how to use the GTN units, you
can take a look at the respective documentation at documentation.pdf (pms50.com).
Bendix King KR 87 TSO ADF Tuner

3 4 5 6 7

1

2

(1) Power / Volume Switch: This knob controls ON / OFF / VOL.
(2) Frequency Select Knobs: The active frequency is displayed in the left side of the window, with
a standby frequency displayed in the right side when FRQ is annunciated. Pull the small inner
knob out to tune 1’s, push in to tune 10’s. The outer knob tunes the 100’s and the 1000’s, up
to 1799.
(3) ADF (Automatic Direction Finder) Button: Use the ADF mode (‘in’ position) for navigation.
Use the ANT (Antenna) mode (‘out’ position) for improved audio reception.
(4) BFO (Beat Frequency Oscillator) Button: This is used in some countries other than the USA
to allow the Morse code identifier to be heard on unmodulated stations.
(5) FRQ (Frequency) Button: Pressing this button ‘flip-flops’ frequency displays, switching
between pre-selected ‘standby’ and ‘active’ frequencies. It’s also used to retrieve the ‘standby’
frequency in the timer modes.
(6) FLT/ET (Flight Timer/Elapsed Timer) Button: Use this button to select flight time (FLT) or
elapsed time (ET).
(7) SET/RST (Set/Reset) Button: Use this button to set and reset the Elapsed Timer.
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Garmin GTX 330 Transponder

3
4

5
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2

(1) ON/STBY/ALT/OFF Pushbuttons: Pressing STBY, ON, or ALT keys powers on the transponder
displaying the last active identification code. Pressing the ON pushbutton allows the
transponder to reply to interrogations, as indicated by the Reply Symbol (R). Replies do not
include altitude information. Pressing the STBY pushbutton selects the standby mode. When
in standby mode, the transponder will not reply to any interrogations. Pressing the ALT
pushbutton activates the ALT mode, where the transponder replies to identification and
altitude interrogations as indicated by the Reply Symbol (R). Replies to altitude interrogations
include the standard pressure altitude received from an external altitude source, which is not
adjusted for barometric pressure. The ALT mode may be selected in aircraft not equipped
with an optional altitude encoder; however, the reply signal will not include altitude
information. Pressing the OFF pushbutton powers off the GTX 330.
(2) Code Selection Keys: Code selection is done with eight keys (0 – 7) providing 4,096 active
identification codes. Pushing one of these keys begins the code selection sequence. Digits
that are not yet entered appear as dashes. The new code is activated when the fourth digit is
entered. Pressing the CLR key moves the cursor back to the previous digit. Pressing the CLR
key when the cursor is on the first digit of the code, or pressing the CRSR key during code
entry, removes the cursor and cancels data entry, restoring the previous code. You may press
the CLR key up to five seconds after code entry is complete to return the cursor to the fourth
digit. The numbers 8 and 9 are not used for code entry, only for entering a Count Down time,
and for adjusting contrast and display brightness.
(3) IDENT Pushbutton: Pressing the IDENT key activates the Special Position Identification (SPI)
Pulse for 18 seconds, identifying your transponder return from others on the air traffic
controller’s screen. The word IDENT will appear in the upper left corner of the display during
this time.
(4) VFR Pushbutton: Sets the transponder code to the pre-programmed VFR code selected
during installation configuration (this is set to 1200 at the factory). Pressing the VFR key again
restores the previous identification code. If the VFR Key is pressed when disabled (dependent
upon installation configuration) a VFR Key Disabled message appears to indicate that no
operation took place.
(5) FUNC, START/STOP, CRSR, CLR Pushbuttons: FUNC pushbutton changes the page shown
on the right side of the display. Display data includes Pressure Altitude, Flight Time, Altitude
Monitor, Count Up, and Count Down timers. Also displays Outside Air Temperature, Density
Altitude, Contrast, Display, and ADS-B Operation (dependent upon installation configuration).
START/STOP pushbutton starts and stops the Altitude Monitor, Count Up, Count Down, and
Flight timers. CRSR pushbutton initiates starting time entry for the Count Down timer and
cancels transponder code entry. CLR pushbutton resets the Count Up, Count Down, and Flight
timers. Cancels the previous keypress during code selection and Count Down entry. Returns
cursor to the fourth code digit within five seconds after entry.
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Electronic Flight Bag (EFB)

This product features a tablet or EFB (Electronic Flight Bag) which allows for individual control of the
doors, ground service elements included with this product and avionics switching, described in the
respective sections above. This panel can be accessed by clicking the button below the RAMPMGR
TABLET decal, as highlighted in the picture above. When you click it to show, the screen is initially
turned off with an Always-On Display showing the simulation’s local date and time. Press the upper
left button on the device or touch the screen to turn it on and you’ll get the same screen from the
picture above. You can press the side button again when you are not using the EFB device or leave it
with the screen on before hiding by pressing the button on the RAMPMGR TABLET panel, it is up to
you. The buttons are disabled from interaction (with the exception of the ones for avionics switching)
when parking brakes are not set and/or the aircraft is airborne, and an advisory flag is displayed below
the title bar. When parking brakes are set and the aircraft is fully stopped, the buttons turn clickable.
This indicates the aircraft is ready to bring ground service. When a button is pressed, the toggle switch
turns blue.
Doors Control (Main Door / Cargo Door (110P1)): These doors can be open individually via this
panel. Individual control of the doors is available.
Pitot Covers: Click the button to show/hide pitot covers. Remember to remove them before flight.
Wheel Chocks: Clicking this button controls visibility of the wheel chocks located at the main landing
gear (left and right).
Cones: Clicking this button controls visibility of the two orange traffic cones close to the wingtips.
Engines Covers: Click this button to control visibility of the engine inlet and nozzle cowlings.
Tail Rod: Click this button to control visibility of the tail rod.
PMS50 GTN Status: This tells if the GTN units developed by PMS50 are installed.
GTN Switch: The toggle is disabled if the GTN is either not installed or offline (due to communication
error with the PMS50’s gauges logic). When enabled, click this toggle to control visibility of either the
GTN units or the GNS units.
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Folder Structure
Since Microsoft Flight Simulator has changed its folder structure and the way all mods are installed
into the sim, the product is installed into either the Community folder (for those who purchased the
product through 3rd-party stores) or the Official folder (for those who purchased the product via MSFS
Marketplace), located both at the installed packages folder you assigned when MSFS was installed
and launched for the first time. There you will find the folder named nextgensim-aircraftbandeirante.
Main Addon Folder
This folder contains the required files in order for the product to properly work.
The ContentInfo folder contains the package information that is displayed in the
Microsoft Flight Simulator GUI, via the Content Manager section. The
Documentation folder contains the same documentation files you are reviewing
now. The Fonts folder contains the fonts called by the gauges in-sim. The
html_ui folder contains some of the gauges that were coded in HTML/JS/CSS format. The SimObjects
folder contains the product itself, in this case, the 3D models, textures, gauges, sounds and
configuration files. Two other JSON files accompany the folders: layout.json (which basically lists all
files contained here in the MSFS package), and manifest.json (which contains the essential product’s
version information and minimum MSFS version in order for the product to properly work).
For Marketplace users: Inside the SimObjects folder, you may find FSArchive files. These contain the
models themselves, their behavior coding, sounds and panel coding; they are protected by Microsoft
when publishing to the Marketplace.
Aircraft Folders
NextGen_EMB110P = EMB-110P
NextGen_EMB110P1 = EMB-110P1
NextGen_EMB110P1Freight = EMB-110P1K (P1 Freighter)
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Contents on each aircraft folder
Checklist Folder
Here you will find the Interactive Checklists related files.
Model Folder
Here you will find the 3D geometry related files, a configuration file,
two glTF files with their accompanying BIN and XML files. They are
NOT visible on the Marketplace version.
Panel Folder
Here you will find the instrument panel related files with the gauges
files that are called in-sim. They are NOT visible on the Marketplace
version.
Sound Folder
This folder contains the required files for the aircraft sound-set
included with the product (includes both the engines sound-set and
the accompanying cockpit and environment sounds and foleys). They
are NOT visible on the Marketplace version.
Texture Folders
Each folder contains most of the required texture files for the liveries
to work. Common textures such as reflection maps, emissive maps,
normal maps, etcetera and common parts can be found on the Texture.Common. The other texture
folders correspond to the out-of-box liveries or own-made liveries. Each folder must contain a
texture.cfg file aliasing the Texture.Common folder in order to correctly render the aircraft in FS.
Configuration Files
Also, on the root of the aircraft folders, you will find some CFG files and FLT files. These are required
as they contain the flight model, liveries information and flight setup in MSFS. They are NOT visible
on the Marketplace version.
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Product Support
In order to obtain support…
When you need assistance with your EMB-110 Bandeirante for MSFS, feel free to contact our lead
developer via email: cdgonzalez@nextgensim.com.co, or via our Facebook/Instagram Messenger.
Facebook: NextGen Simulations
Instagram: @nextgensimulations
Remember that support queries will ONLY be handled by these means (email or Messenger’s Direct
Message). No support queries will be handled through our Facebook page visitor’s posts.
Support Guidelines
In order for you to be better assisted, you need to be as specific as possible when describing the
scenario that you experienced. If you count with a video describing the problem, much better!
Also, the following information is REQUIRED:
•

•
•

Where you purchased the product and its order number. If this is NOT included, support will
NOT be given. This is a measure to counterfeit software piracy. We DO ONLY bring support
to legitimate users of the product. If the product was purchased from the Marketplace,
you MUST supply a proof of purchase.
MSFS’s current version number.
System Specifications (Hardware & Windows 10/11 version). If you made recent changes to
hardware or your PC in general, do not hesitate to let us know.

Help us help you. Vague description(s) of your problem(s) will hinder our ability to assist you and only
cause delays in resolving them.
Please read the following before requesting support…
This applies not only for this product but also for future aircraft products.
A lot of time and effort has been put into developing this manual and making it as easy-to-understand
as possible. Communication between the development team and the end-user (YOU) is essential at
NextGen Simulations and we are committed to help you and improve our work every day, and that is
reflected here. We invite you to carefully read this manual while you become familiar with the aircraft
itself and the product as well. It is understandable that you only want to “jump ahead to the action”
and start flying now, and we did a lot of testing and debugging in order for you to do so, but all good
pilots put in some level of preparation before every flight.
Do not be scared or intimidated by the size of manuals content. It is very easy to understand and find
what you need through the bookmarks. You can also jump to a specific page from the Table of
Contents. Once again, we invite you to read and check carefully this manual.
Thank you very much!
Kind regards,
The NextGen Development Team
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Product Release Notes
Version 1.5.0 (Update 1.5)
Version 1.5.0.2112
Release Date – December 13th, 2021
This is the first major update to the product.
- [Sound] Engine sound-set fully remade to be more accurate to its real counterpart.
- [Systems] Added PMS50 GTN750/GTN650 native integration. Requires the GTN addon which is
separately downloaded from pms50.com. For PC only.
- [VR Mode] VR experience improved.
- [Platforms] Availability for Xbox. For Xbox, please purchase the product from the Xbox’s MSFS
Marketplace.
- [EFB] Redesigned EFB tablet UI. Included option to switch between the Pms50 GTN and the Asobo
GNS units.
- [Miscellaneous] Included product documentation with the aircraft files, especially for customers of
the Marketplace version. Navigate to https://www.nextgensim.com.co/downloads > Products
Documentation and download the manuals.
- [Systems] Fixes to RMI and HSI logic for ADF and/or VOR/LOC navigation.
- [Systems] Fixed VSI display with the addition of Selected VS bug and option to set brightness.
- [Systems] Attitude Indicator now cages with no BATT power and uncages when BATT is powered on.
- [Interactive Checklists] Added missing Engine Start checklist and fixed certain items which were
buggy.
- [Cameras] Fixed issue with Quickviews getting stuck.
- [Multiplayer] Fixed invisible plane issue when using the aircraft on Multiplayer mode.
- [3D Geometry] Added missing pilot avatars in cockpit, seen from the Exterior view.
- [3D Geometry] Optimized 3D models, without degrading the overall visual quality and fidelity.
- [3D Geometry] Fixed issue where rain, snow and clouds would enter into the cockpit.
- [3D Geometry] Added tail rod among the ground handling options.
- [3D Geometry] Added cockpit’s openable side window animation on both sides.
- [Effects] Added exhaust heat FX on engine nozzle.
- [General] Fixes made for compatibility with Xbox.
- [General] Other minor bugfixes.
Version 1.0.3 (SP0.3)
Version 1.0.3.2105
Release Date – August 2nd, 2021
This is an emergency patch for compatibility with MSFS Sim Update 5.
- [Systems]: Fixed GTX330 Transponder not working issue due to breaking changes in SU5.
- [Systems]: RMI and HSI pointers logic fixed.
- [Systems]: Fixed HUD issue (on external view) with generic instruments after SU5.
- [Marketplace]: Added support contact links, as per requirement.
- [General]: Minor bug fixes.
- [General]: Product Documentation is now embedded with the package files. In order to open the
User Manual, go to the NextGen Simulations shortcut folder or go to the folder where you installed
the package files (even accessible from the installed packages path, since symbolic links are created),
then go to Data\NextGen\Product_Docs.
- [Installer]: For 3rd party stores users only. The product is packaged in a new Windows Installer based
Setup GUI, and includes fixes to launching issues on Windows 10 v1903 and fixes to the long paths
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issue. For this, just install the files in a shorter path location outside of the MSFS packages path, and
we will do the rest for you.
Version 1.0.2 (SP0.2)
Version 1.0.2.2104
Release Date – April 5th, 2021
- [Systems Logic] Fixed Copilot's Attitude Indicator failure flags on both 3D model and model
behavior. They're now hidden with electrical supply.
- [General] Added hangar description to all aircraft, according to guidelines from Microsoft.
- [Sounds] Temporarily removed the gear lever sound until we can research in depth how to bring it
back without issues to those who use Honeycomb or other hardware.
- [General] Minor bug fixes.
Version 1.0.1 (SP0.1)
Version 1.0.1.2104
Release Date – April 1st, 2021
- [3D Model] Fixes on certain areas of interior model, previously reported by your feedback, especially
the texture on fd/cabin division wall behing the pilots.
- [3D Model] Fixed windshield glass too-dark issue.
- [Sounds] Fixes on sounds, especially gyro and fuel pumps.
- [Flight Dynamics] Fixes on fuel consumption. The aircraft does not burn fuel only from the left tank
anymore.
- [Systems & Instruments Logic] Attitude Indicator is now electrically-driven, in order to fix a bug
where the failure flags remained even with electrical power.
- [General] Minor bug fixes.
Version 1.0.0 (SP0.0)
Version 1.0.0.2103
Release Date – March 26th, 2021
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